**Dear Editor**

One of the most important challenges of today's breast cancer therapy is the lack of response to treatment and the recurrence of tumor after seemingly successful and complete remissions. Many clinical and preclinical studies that have been conducted to achieve a correct model for predicting and acquiring the right prognosis for these patients haven't reached the desired outcome (Ahmad, 2013). Although we haven't truly figured out the underlying mechanisms and effecting factors in molecular pathways involved in cancer and the hierarchy of events that predispose a patient to recurrence of tumor but several newer studies have indicated that the following pathways are specially involved in tumor relapse: the hormonal status of tumor (ER, PR), her2, cancer stem cell, RhoA protein expression, increased phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN) activity and suppression of apoptosis mechanisms(Ahmad, 2013; Zhang et al., 2013).

Despite recent advances in diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer, unfortunately, in many cases, we are still unable to provide an adequate treatment and survival for the patients. So, to overcome these problems there is a need for more investigational studies and usage of newer and more experimental modalities. Recently meta-analysis and systematic reviews have shown that older agents such as statins and NSAIDs might have a role in breast cancer treatment. Clinical evidence of above-mentioned studies is pretty exciting for decreasing relapse, mortality and increasing of patient's quality of life (Huang et al., 2015; Van Wyhe et al., 2017). These two drugs are prescribed together in many cardiovascular disorders. Some hypothesize that these two classes of drugs have synergistic effects. Regards to probable synergistic effects of these drugs and also the possibility to reduce the dosage which in turn will result in decreased side effects and better tolerance of them (Jalving et al., 2005). Authors suggest combination therapy with statins and NSAIDs as a potential novel adjunctive treatment for breast cancer. In the following paragraphs, we will briefly explain the scientific basis for our claim.

Many studies (including in vitro and in vivo studies) have shown a link with the usage of statins and NSAIDs in different cancers and lower rates of mortality (Xiao and Yang, 2008). Also, studies on colon cancer cell lines have demonstrated that this combination therapy when applied as an adjunctive to conventional therapies, results in a better rate of apoptosis and cell cycle arrest at G0/ G1 Phase (more than any other monotherapy) (Xiao et al., 2008). Also this combination therapy results in better inhibition of RhoA pathway as an important factor in tumor aggression and metastasis by negative regulation and utilization on both p21Cip1/Waf1 and p27Kip1 and increase in the levels of these 2 CDK inhibitors and also increase in the level of membrane bound RhoB (as an possible antitumor agent) in contrast to RhoA and increased PTEN activity (Adnane et al., 1998). Indeed NSAIDs when used with statins via abolishing phosphorylation of Akt have a far better chance of inhibiting the Akt pathway (as an important cellular apoptosis pathway) than any of them used alone (Xiao et al., 2008).

Regarding the above-mentioned studies and the important role of these pathways in breast cancer, we suggest the design of in vitro studies and double-blinded randomized control trials to better show the effect of these drugs and to the extent in which they can be helpful in our ever demanding fight against cancer.
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